Give Back to Nature at Native Visions Galleries

Palm Beach Gardens, Fla. (January, 2021) – Whether you love birds, sea turtles, or big game, you can find their images beautifully captured at Native Visions Galleries. The PGA Commons art gallery features the finest wildlife and nature artists in the world.

During the months of January and February, purchase art that speaks to your passion and Native Visions Galleries will donate 10% from the sale to one of three local charities that protect animals and the environments they need to survive. Patrons can choose to support the Fish & Wildlife Foundation of Florida or Loggerhead Marinelife Center.

“We want to be more than just a gallery, we want the work displayed here to be a vehicle for giving back to the very subjects they portray,” said Ross Parker, owner of Native Visions Galleries. “It’s a way to honor the beauty nature has given us and to help make sure it is here in the future.”

Whether you choose an original painting of a great blue heron by David Langmead, or Joseph Quillan’s bronze turtles, you will support both the artists and their subjects. Give back to nature at Native Visions Galleries. The gallery is located at 4600 PGA Blvd. in PGA Commons.

About PGA Commons
PGA Commons features an exciting collection of upscale boutiques, fine art galleries, top-tier restaurants, and a wide variety of specialty stores and services. For more information about PGA Commons, call (561) 630-8630 or visit pgacommons.com.
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